Mutation detection by clonal sequencing of PCR amplicons and grouped read typing is applicable to clinical diagnostics.
We describe a sensitive technique for mutation detection using clonal sequencing. We analyzed DNA extracted from 13 cancer cell lines and 35 tumor samples and applied a novel approach to identify disease-associated somatic mutations. By matching reads against an index of known variants, noise can be dramatically reduced, enabling the detection and quantification of those variants, even when they are present at less than 1% of the total sequenced population; this is comparable to, or better than, current diagnostic methods. Following the identification or exclusion of known variants, unmatched reads are grouped for BLAST searching to identify novel variants or contaminants. Known variants, novel variants, and contaminants were readily identified in tumor tissue using this approach. Our approach also enables an estimation of the per-base sequencing error rate, providing a confidence threshold for interpretation of the results in the clinic. This novel approach has immediate applicability to clinical testing for disease-associated genetic variants.